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NSU Students Immersed in

•

Magistrates, Black Pudding, and Warwick .Castle

.?n Thursday w_e Stephen
v1s1ted the Mag1s- Levitt
trates' Court in the .__ _ _....
town of Stockport, located a few
miles south of Manchester. I
chose this particular location
because Guy Torrance, a barrister I met in graduate school, is a
clerk at this court, and agreed to
be our guide, host, and lecturer.
.The Magistrates' Court Is an
important English institution whose
origins date back to 1361. Since
there was a - shortage of legal
officials throughout the land, and
a threat of rioting and general
lawlessness existed, King Edward
Ill authorized specially trained lay
persons In each county to assume limited judicial powers.

From that time
to this day six
hundredandthirty
I

•

ANew We~tern Attitu~e

English Culture, Legal Education
This is the final installment in Dr. Levitt's
exciting account of Nova College law
students' exchange trtp to Englcnd.

.?4~

Toward an Old Continent
At a British pub: Kim Frimowitz, Stephen Levitt, Cameron Malin,
pub owner Mr. Ryder, Gerard Rose, and Douglas Green.

odd years later, the Magistrates'
· Court still operates with lay judges.
The justices have neither practiced law, nor attended law
school. Furthermore, the lay
judges are all volunteers; they
receive no salary!
Some of the functions of the
Magistrates' Court are similar to
the Small Claims Court and Trotfie Courts in Florida, but the Maglstrates also have significant additional jurisdiction in criminal
cases and family disputes. Magistrates decide all cases involvIng crimes committed by juvenlles, except murder and manslaughter. A panel of three lay
judges, when sitting as a criminal
court, typically hear cases relating to breaking and entering,

drunken and disorderly conduct,
.shoplifting, and theft. In the realm
of family law, Magistrates have
the power to remove abused
children from the custody of their
parents, order an abusive spouse
out of the house, or even amend
a support order and determine
paternity.
At the Magistrates' Court, we
divided into three pairs and each
obseNed a different proceeding. Douglas and I saw a number
of interesting cases in the main
criminal division. We then visited
the court dealing with parking
violations and traffic matters.
At one o'clock, the group
reassembled for lunch. During

i

On the evening Tr a c y
of March 24th, Froebe!
Room 309 of the .__ _ _....
Mailman-Hollywood Building
came alive with a three-screen
slide presentation accompanied
by the beat of African music.
The presentation, titled "Footsteps into Change,· was the
brainchild of
Patrick
Giantonio,
who narrated
his struggle to
educate
Americans
a b OU t t he
Southern Africa: Mr.
,
Giantonio ~ area of travel.
st arva t ion ·
devastating Africa, and his attempts to alleviate the suffering.
In 1980, Giantonio lived in
Kenya, and was moved by the

Continued on Page Four I Continued on Page Two
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Cobain--s Suicide Raises Tough Questions
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"Truth, covered
-in security."
-Kurt Cobain
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Pre5ton
Frenkel

we who both realize ond evade
recognize the nakedness deep below the shadows
of our own irrele1
, 1 vant secrets. That
was what I felt yesterday.
Tt)e last of my living, breathing
idols is gone. I cannot console
you or alleviate any questions
which may arise by the end of
my little epitaph. But maybe I

The great conspiracy. The
noble lie. The heart reaching out
to the cries of millions, and then
slowly ...slowly shrugging them
away.
The terrors below the mundane
and listless shred all that was rich
or conspicuous. The high priced
gallery of sensationalistic emotions is left without a single portrait. Forthefirsttime in decades, Continued on the Back Page
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Students Need an Alternative to Nova Books

0

"ancestral curse,· as Mr.
Giantonio described, in which
Africa can expect a future which
may follow a disastro.us path.
Why did such a grim outlook ·
take hold of such a large continent? In short, part of the cause
was the voice of America and
fhe media, instructing Africans
on who they were.from a north,_ ern perspective~ stated Mr.
Giantonio.
According to Mr. Giantonio, the
West extracts three times more
wealth than is returned to the
continent. Western interests own

hardships the African people
experienced during a famine that
profit, especially in these reces- year. When he returned to the
In response to ..J a c k i e
sive
times. Instead, the blame United States, he began particiGusBravo'sedito- Luongo
rial, '"High Cost o f - - - - - should be placed on the shoul- patlng In hunger relief projects,
and began dreaming about
Books May Force Students to Drop ders of the NSU administration.
Out of College,· printed in VolWhy aren't students given a~ walking across Africa.
Mr. Giantonio had originally
ume 4, Issue 9 of The Knight, the alternative to doing business·with
plannedtophysicallywalkacross
situation at Nova Books exploits Nova Books?
Nova Southeastern University's
Here we have a situation where Africa \lyithln two years, but expaying students.
_
the administration at NSU didn't tended his stay to four years after
Recently, I was informed of a do Its homework. , It should be a spending time with the
continent's wonderful, friendly
Here we have a situation where the ad- people.
During his'travels, Mr. Giantonio
ministration at NSU d/dn 't do its homework.
discovered the African cultural .
particular, yet repetitive scenario,. part of every academic depart- , belief that in the future, '"things Continued on the Facing Page
in which the names of the play-: . ment to ·purchase a copy of .__- - - ers continually change. ·A stu-·_ current texts utilized that semester.
knight
knight staff
dent had the nerve to ottempt
_The textoooks should then be either
policy
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
to negotiate a deal at Nova. 1. catalogued as part of a general circula-_
Books' buy-back· counter. Prior_ .. tlon In the library, or
, The Knight is the
to this unfortunate Intention, the _2. placed on reseNe In the library.
official student
student paid seventy dollors for
newspaper of Nova
Southeastern Unithe textbook, and had kept the
Unavoidable Delays
versity. All univertext for the duration of the seConsider the following example: on discovsity members are enmester.
eting a needed text was sold .out at the
couraged to submit
With eight weeks' worth of ob- bookstore, a student was informed it would
anything they desire
for publication.
solescence under its covers; and -· take at least two weeks to obtain on addiThe opinions exa spiraling depreciation rote, the tional one.
pressed
in The
value of a used text begins to , This was simply not acceptable, and he
Knight do not repdirectly correlate to the price of pleaded his case to the appropriate departresent the opinions
tea in China. _ Not really, but it ment head. The department head promised
of Nova Sol,ltheastem Universityorany
·seems so as one attempts to she would search and deliver a loaner text.
\
person or group asunderstand the machinations of The department head kept her promise, but
sociated with the uniPwlM "P.4. {JJJeHkJ M~ JI~
Nova Books' s buy-back policy.
another week had gone by before the stuversity. Each indi. The student was offered a round dent was given the opportunity to read the
BUSINESS MANAGER
ASSOCIATE BUSINESS IMNAGER
vidual or group
··~.:e. ......
·sum of ten dollars for the text- book.
speaks for herself,
himself, or itself.
book. Upon hearing the price,
Is it the student's fault for waiting too long to
The Knight staff
the student almost pulled ten purchase the book? Perhaps.
reserves the right to
dollars out of his pocket as an
However, why must he be, penalized twice
edit, exclude, or reoffering. He figured the store by forcing him to start class behind in the
turn any submitted
must be in financial trouble if ten readings and homework, to resolve the probmaterials at the
staff's discretion.
dollars was all they could offer. lem? ·
M<Vllf MaioJ,
IJ~':h~
The
office
of
The
Meanwhile, used texts of the
Nova Southeastern University may be growLAYOUT AND DESIGN
ADVISOR
Knight is located on
same title are priced at sixty dol- Ing, but the university flunks out for failure to
- ···-- ··--the main campus of
lars on the shelves, but that's assess students' needs. In this respect, NSU
Nova Southeastern
University, Fort Lauanother story.
has a long way to go before it becomes a
derdale, on the secIn actuality, the student politely class act.
·
ond floor of the
declined the offer, and subse- , . - . . _ - - - - - - - - - - - .-----.._---,, Rosenthal Student
quently discovered a fellow stuT
CO
IO
T
Center, in room 208.
dent who needed the text, and
Telephone: (305)
':hi. e"4u Jacla&M
ja4on':i)~
In Volume 4, Issue 11 of The Knight, on page
452-1553.
the two students exchanged
Mailing address:
5, Maria Menendez's article, "NSU Students
texts.
·
contributor5
THE
KNIGHT NEWSPAPER ·
Impact the Community: Hunger and Homelessness
Officer Tony Adams Dr, Stephen Levitt
NOYA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Awareness Week a Success," incorrectly named
No Alternatives
Katina Davis ·
Jackie Luongo
ROSENTHAL BUILDING STE 208
Elisa Applebaum and Gaye Anderson. The
Kim Dinkel
Maryann Ward
Don't get me wrong. I don't
3301 COLLEGE AYE
Christopher C. Kehl, Jr.
~
FORT LAUDERDALE FL 33314
Knight regr~ts the error.
begrudge anyone making a
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I ''Other _Voices, Other Visions"! Footsteps into Change
SLil)I~ J)Rl~Sl~N'l,1.\'l,l()N s,l,IRS 1~11()'1,l()NS, ll1~I.,Ll~(~'l,S 1.\ N1~,,r 11.'r'fl'l,lJl)I~
people closer together.
Mr. Giantonio opined, "SustainAt the end of a typical African able logging, or deforestation,
a majority of the agricultural In- family's day, to balance the hard- seems more a dream than ·a·
dustry.
ships, devastation, and hopeless- reality."
·Having a monopoly over food ness, a village's children, whom
A sympathetic voice must be
production makes food a Mr. Giantonio called the "village . heard through the international
weapon against the poor," re- jesters," leapt, danced and were · marketplace to pr~vent "things
marked Mr. Giantonio.
shown in the slide show laughing, from ·falling apart" tor Africa in
Mr. Giantonio emphatically
There exists an "ancestral curse"' in which Africa can
added that If debt, war, and
. powerlessness are not addressed,
expect a future which may follow a disastrous path .
, then small campaigns, such as
pamphlets which provide child unintentionally and innocently the years to c_o me. The ·anceshealth care tips, will not solve celebrating their survival.
tral curse" might be dispelled by
~ Africa is made poor, and is the Western World.
Africa's long-term problem$.
War-torn Rwanda, the current kept poor/ said Mr. Giantonio.
According to Irene Rosales, a
foc'us of mass media coverage,. The United States must reduce Nova Southeastern student:
presented a different face to Mr. its lust for consumer goods in
"I was extremely impressed with
Giantonio In the eqrly 1980's. Its order to help prevent deforesta- the entire presentation. Initially, 1·
large population and scarcity of tion projects run by ruthless cor- thought that I would be bored,
·
land seemed to bring the African porations.
but that was not the case at all.

Continued from the Facing Page

·1 found the event to be consciousness-raising, and I only
wished that more of my fellow students had been there to share the experience. At times I was
very moved by the presentation,
and wished that I had a magic
wand that would make all the
misery go away."
· After viewing the slide presentation, the audience left with a
clearer understanding of and
·admiration for the life Africans
lead.
Further, each individual came
to realize at the close of the
evening, as Mr. Giantonio had
commented so eloquently in the
oundtrack to his fascinating presentation, that "Africa is not a
dying continent."
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Professor and Pupils I Fron--1 the~.·Cover I
Wend TheirWay Through Stockport, Buxton, Manchester, ~nd Warwick
Continued from the Cover front of one to the rear of the wasthe "Oubliette.· Personswho chase special horses from Belsecond and vice versa. Allegedly, he concocted this intricate
scheme to mix the registration
numbers, and make it difficult for
the police to trace the stolen
· vehicles.
Saturday was the last day of
the trip, and I planned a special
. itinerary. In the morning, we
motored south from Stoke to the
..

had committed treason .were
placed in this iron body suit and
suspended half-way between
the floor and the ceiling. Left
. unattended,theunfortunatevictim died of either exposure or
staNation; the body would then
fot away.
·
·
. The second major attraction
was the military museum. There
·
·

glum which could bear the
weight.
The third major attraction consists of the estate and the private 1·
apartments of the Earls of
Warwick. While it Is not possible
in this brief ·.article to describe
each room in detail, some of the
more .interesting rooms we visited included the Chapel (built in
the 14th century), the Great Hall,
the State Dining Room, and the
Red and CedarDrawing Rooms. ·
All were furnished elaborately
and adorned with the finest works
of art, Including oil paintings,
sculptures, drawings, and tapestries.
·
Presently, Madame Tussaud' s,
a well-known English cqrporation,ownsWarwickCastle. In the
private apartments, this com-

this time, Mr. Atkinson J.P. spoke
with us about the reasons why he
became a Magistrate, how he
learned his new job, and the
benefits that this volunteer work
offered him.
In the evening we went to
Buxton, a little spa town located
a bout thirty miles east of
Manchester. We met Guy Torranee and two of his friends for
During dinner the students sampled traditional British foods,
dinner at the Old Hall Hotel. . including Jamb chops, roast beef, and Black Pudding.
During dinner the students got a
·
chance to sample some tradi- town of Warwick, the site of one . we viewed examples of military
.· tional British foods, including lamb of the finest medieval ·castles in· hardware from the last thousOnd ·
chops, Yorkshire pudding, roast ·. all of Europe. .
years. In all, Warwick has over
beef, and even Black Pudding.
Impressive walls of stone greet nine hundred instruments of warThe Black Pudding constituted visitors who approach Warwick fare on display.
a surprise because It is made Castle from the entrance pavilI was particularly Impressed by
with unusual ingredients. Bread ion. Guy's and Caesar's towers . theveryornate 16thcenturyjoust.:.
and spices are added to the mix, dominate the landscape. Built in Ing armor. According to historibut the main ingredient is blood! . the 14th century, these massive ans, this armor was so heavy that
The bread is soaked in pig's blood structures are respectively one English lords were forced to pur- Continued on Page Thirteen
and then fried. The students and hundred and fifty feet, and one
I were brave and seNed our- hundred and twenty feet high. ·
selves.
Guy's Tower, the taller of ·the
On Friday we visited the Crown two, is twelve-sided; the stone is
Court in Manchester: In England ten feet thick! Connecting the
and Wales, the Crown Court is . towers· are long ramparts which
where a judge and jury decide . form the defensive outer wall of
OR
the fate of persons accused of · the bastion.
serious crimes. ·
. When we .e ntered the walls oJ
One particular trial concerned . Warwick Castle, there were three
Master of Intemational
Master of Business
an accused who was charged main attractions to visit. First, we
Business Administration
· Administration
with stealing cars. It was alleged went into the dungeon, wheFe
that the accused covered his boldly displayed were various
mischief by ste9llng pairs of cars. Implements of punishment and
Ha then would split each of the . torture. One nasty device on
cars Into . two, and attach the display was the rack; another .
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MODS Hosts South Florida Earth Day Festival I Save
The second annual South trict.
The largest celebration of Earth
Florida Earth Day Festival will be
Day
in South Florida, the Festival
heldSaturday,Aprll23, 1994, from
10 AM.to 5 PM at the Museum of will showcase environmental
Discovery and Science and Es- . entertainment, science demonplanade Park in downtown Fort strations, guest speakers, and
Lauderdale's Arts & Science Dis- . booths designed to educate the

th e

PI a .n e t I

I

community about environmen- buster IMAX Theater.
tal concerns and rejuvenating
The Museum of Discovery and
the earth.
Science is located . at 401 SW
The Festival will also Include the Second Street, Fort Lauderdale.
Florida premiere of the IMAX film,
For more information on the
"Grand Canyon: The Hidden Se- Festival program, please call (305)
crets,· at the Museum's Block- 467-MODS (6637).
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IThings Are LookingT.Jpj
NUBSA Sp_
o.nsors "A Day at College"

Iapril sho;~~~ue)

. CONGRATULATIONS!
Liberal Arts department secretary Suzanne Williamson gave
birth to Rebekkah Rae on February 14th. Rebekkah was 10
pounds, 8 ounces at birth .
According to Ms. Williamson,
·she'sreallyneat. She'sagood baby. She coos and smiles.·

We were happy to host South
The Nova Univer- Ka t i n a
.Broward High School on March
sity Black _students D a vi 5
Assoc 1·a t Ion..__ _ _..... 2, and Nova High School on April
.
proudly sponsors the .. A Day At 11 , 1994.
College· program, written by jun:
ior Katina Davis, the Program DiNSU HONOR COURT
rector and Volunteer Chair-PerHow is a case brought to Honor Court?
son of NUBSA. The NSU Admissions Department co-sponsored
Allegations against a student may be raised by any member of
the NSU community but should be pursued through the
the program.
appropriate channels.
The objective of the program is
to ·allow high school students to
In cases of academic dishonesty:
experience an . actual day at
The faculty member has the option of discussing the incident
college. A second objective is to
with the student and deciding the appropriate sanction. A
memo describing the offense and sanction will be forwarded to
self-motivate these students to
the Academic Director of the department and to the Honor
go . beyond even their wildest
Court.
dreams. A third objective is to
OR
dispel any myths associated with
If the faculty member decides that the incident is so serious it
college .. The final objective is to
requires further review, the faculty member will request that the
provide information, given by ·
Honor Court review the incident.
guest speakers from campus.
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The big one's only 12 hours away. You
could have paid more attention in
class, but tonight you've gotta
· rtain. First, you better keep
those eyes from closing. .
Revive with Vivarin.
Safe as coffee, it
helps keep you
awake and mentally
alert for hours.
So when your most
difficult problem to
solve is how to
stay awake ... make it
a Vivarin night!
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SEE THIS SPOT IN THE NEXT ISSUE
OF THE KNIGHT FOR CONTINUING
INFORMATION ABOUT THE HONOR COURT.
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In cases of non-academic offenses;
The student may elect to bring his/her case before the Honor Court.
OR
Depending on the nature of the incident, the student has the option of discussing it with the Director of Residential Life, the Director of Student Life, the Director of Student Affairs, or their
designee(s). This representative of Student Services will decide the
appropriate sanction and a memo of the offense and punishment
will be forwarded to the Honor Court.

Looks like a
Vivarin night.

,, , ·

,:r,

The faculty member will submit an incident report against the
student within seven calendar days of the discovery of the
offense, except in exceptional circumstances.
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Revive with VIVARIN~
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The Campaign f_
o r Moses: A Refugee from Genocide
find your house destroyed and col- ery moment of his eight months in the
For those of you for- K i t11
lapse.cl upon your sixteen-year-old - U.S. was spent in jail. His charge is
lunate enough to have
.
attended "Footsteps D i n k e I
brother. You find his dead body unlawful entry.
under the rubble. Later Amnesty
"Wouldn't you do anything to flee
into Change," or heard
' Patrick Giantono lecture in your class- International informs yo;u that your from a situation so intolerable it had
room, here is the letter-writing action father and your best friend have been already claimed the lives of most of
. executed. ¥our neighbors tell you the your family?
Patrick mentioned. Please read on.
soldiers are looking for you. You have
"Visiting with Moses in jail here in
Moses' Story
to get away. You have to flee.
Vermont, it is hard .to believe that
"Try to imagine having to flee
"This is the true story of Moses, a incarceration is the way that we welPlainfield or Essex or Burlington be- · black Christian from the Dinka People come a person who has felt so much
cause of mortar fire raining down on of Southern Sudan. The Christians pain; overcome such great hurdles to
you and your family. Your town is and Animists in the south of the Sudan arrive here-hopefully to be free, at
being attacked and buildings bur,ned . have, for decades, been targets of last, from oppression.
because of who you are; because of . genocide from the fundamentalist
"To keep Moses from being deyour religious beliefs and tribal iden- Muslim majority in _the north (1.3 ported back to Sudan and probably
tity. As you flee with your wife and million people have been. killed).
executed, write to the following people
child, your four-year-old boy dies in
"After walking 300 miles to Ethiopia, and ask for a fair asylum hearing for
your arms. Your wife dies soon from on April 9~ 1993, Moses flew to New Moses, who -is being held in Lamoille
lack of food and trauma from the war. · York. He was immediately detained in County Jail in Hyde Park, Vermont."
WRITE TO:
"A few weeks later, you return to an immigration detention center. Evl. Eugene Fitzpatrick
District Director
U.S . Immigration and Naturalization Service
739 Warren Ave.
Portland, ME 04103
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2. Norman Henry
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service
P.O. Box 328
· st. Albans, VT 05478

SEND CO PIES OF YO UR
LETTERS TO:
.
1. senator-Jim Jeffords
95 Saint Paul St., Suite 100
Burlington, VT 05401
2. Senator Patrick Leahy
Courthouse Plaza
199 Main Street
Burlington, VT 05401
3. Congressman Bernie Sanders
11 Church -St., 2nd Floor
Burlington, VT -. 05401

LET THEM .KNOW.THAT YOU ARE
· C.O NCERNED THAT MO SES RE- .
CEIVE A FAIR ASYLUM HEARING.

For more information, contact: Vermont
Refugee Assistance, RD l, Box 2262,
Plainfield; Vermont 05667, (802) 4792931.
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COMPLETE AUTO CLEANING
AT HOME OR WORK
POWER WASH, WAX AND BUFF INTERIOR VACUUM
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SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
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FREE TAPE HERD
OR
C.O. LENS CLEANING
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
SELF SUFFICIENT MOBILE UNIT ·,:WE USE ONLY HIGH QUALITY,
_BIODEGRADABLE PRODUCTS
e ·.'
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•

PROFESS I DNRL SERO I CE FDR . MUCH

LE$$

FOR AN APPOINTMENT BEEP: -1-800-312-4813
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NUBSA 's 1st Annual Woman of the Year Celebration
by Dashia N. Trowers

~itM
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On Tuesday March 29, 1994, NU BSA · held its 1st Annual · Woman or the Year Celebration.
The honoree was Nona Jones.
The evening was
a success.
The event . which was a rormal arrair,
was hosted . by NUBSA with the help or BCC's ·.
, ,
Central · campus' BSU (Black Student Union). ; r• f
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There were several perrormances throughout .- .
· the course or the evening, i'n cluding a . modeling
· segment which highlighted the event's theme:
"Uniquely Arritique." · There were · models Crom
both school's organizations.
Other rorms or entertainment included songs and monologues.
The
turnout was tremendous and th~- event proceeded
without a · naw.
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FRESH ST ARTII
A New Year for FFEA 11 comlnglll

Florida Future Educatort of America welcomes
new offlcera

Attention

President ,
JoHph BalchuftGs
Vice Presidents John McDermott .
Jason looky
Secretary,
Kathy Klockzlem
StephGnle Herzog
Treasurer,
Martin Hoffer

all ocean studies
students!! There will be a marine
career speaker and an NOAA

\ recruiter here at NSU, APril 2~
'\ at 6:00Pm in the Rosenthal
Buildine. • For more info:
· contact David Nurbin at
141--5626.

For more Info on Joining FFEA contact Dr. Darvas

475-7659

~---·-············-~
I

Nova International Student Association
congratulates their 1994-95 ·officers:
Juan Pablo Correa-President
Anna Lam-Vice President
Yuk Yin Chang-Secretary
Yamira Perez-Treasurer

············---~
Our lives begin to end
the day we become silent
about things that matter.
-- Martin L. King Jr.
Interested in bein g a
voice for those wh o cannot
speak?
Do you want. to save the
live s of tho se wrongly
imp r isoned for their
beliefs and ideas?
Want to h ave an impact
on the wor ld?
If you answered yes to any
of these questions and are
interested in being a part of
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
next year, please contact
· Kim Dinkel at 987-8019
(email dinkelk) or
Dr. Suzanne Ferriss at
424-5756 (email ferriss)
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OFFICER
GARY COWART

.----

wa6 awarded the Ben
Tallarico Award of Merit

NSU S tudent To Compete In
Miss Black America Pageant

for Out6tanding Public
Safety Service by NSU'6
Department of Public
Safety (Novalert).

I

I '

~~ Graduation?!!!?!?
That's right! Graduation is right around the corner! Do you
have a resume? Are you prepared for an interview? What
about graduate school? Job prospects? Wow, that's a lot to
think about! But there's help!
The Career Resource Center can help you with all of your
career choices, including resume writing, interviewing
techniques, applying to graduate school and much, much
more! Stop by our office in the Rosenthal Center, room 205
for more information. We're open Monday through Friday ·
from 8:30 am to 5:00 pm. You can also call us at X7504.
Stop worrying, and start preparing for your career!
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Drina Barb er, 22, has
been chosen to·compete
in the national finals of
the Miss Black America
Pageant. As a contest ant, she w ill appear on
the nationally-syndicated
"Miss Black America Television Specia l.·
The purpose of the Miss
Black Americq Pageant
is to show t he beauty and
talents of black women.
Contestants wil l be
judged in several catego- .
ries: swimsuit, evening
gown, talent, and speaking.
A resident of Dania,
Barber earned a bachelor's degree in legal stud-

ies from Nova Southeastern University in 1993. She
is currently a student · in
the Master's program in
Mediation at NSU' sSchool
of · Social and Systemic
Stud ies, and is in t he process of a pplying to law
schools.
Barber is collecting donat ions to assist.in funding
her participation in the
contest. This can be done
by purchasing a subscription to Miss Black America
Magazine or giving a donation.
If you w ish to rhake a
donation, please contact
Drina Barber at (305) 452655 l.
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mvers1ty C00
Nova Southeastern Wins Fischler, Rush, and Form.a n Wins State
"Merger of the Y~ar" Award Receive Navy Days Freedom Awards Chess Championship
1VnAT•s noIN. IN TOii

UNIITY

Judgesforthe TransfloridaBank
Community Awards have selected the merger of Nova University and Southeastern Unlversity of the Health 'Sciences as
their recipients of the '"Merger of
the Year· Award.
,
The award was presented to
Nova Southeastern University officlals, President . Stephen
Feldman, and Chancellor Dr.
Morton Terry, at the Transflorida
Bank Community Awards Banquet held March 15, 1994. The
award recognizes the slgnificance of the formation of NSU,
and the value a health professions facility will bring to the
people of Broward County'.
The two universities officially
merged January 1, bringing Broward County its first medical
school. A 250.000-square-foot
medical complex - housing the
schools of osteopathic medicine.

Three Nova Southeastern Uni- . recelvedtheBrowardNavyDay's
verslty officials received Broward Freedom Award for Education.
County Navy Days Freedom . RushsltsonNSU'sBoardofTrustAwards guring a recent car:. . ees, and Is either the vice preslemony aboard the aircraft car- dent or ct)jef executive officer of
rier U.S.S. Dwight D. Eisenhower, no less than>- five successful busldocked at Port Everglades.
nesses;includingAptekTechnoloDuring the Inaugural Broward gles and the South Florida
Navy Days Military Ball, on March Racquet" Ciub. Rush received
25, Dr. Abrahams. Fischler, David the Freedom Award for Business.
H. Rush, and Hamilton C. Forman
Forman Js a long-time supporter
· acceptedtheirFreedomAwards. of NSU and seNes as an HonorDr. Fischler spent 22 years as ary Trustee to the University.
president of Nova University, and Forman received the Broward
is now president emeritus of Nova Navy Days Freedom Award for
Southeastern University. Fischler Community SeNice.
. Broward Navy Days was estabpharmacy, optometry, and al- lished in May 1990, to coordinate
lied health sciences will be built community efforts to honor and
on 17 .5 acres on NSU 's main cam- entertain visiting military personpus in Davie.
nel. with special emphasis on the
Construction on the $25 million promotion and encouragement
state-of-the-art facility should be of Navy and Coast Guard ship
completed by the summer of visits and the support of visits by
1996.
foreign navy ships.

I
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The University School of NSU
has been named state chess
champions for the seventh consecutive year.. The University
School captured the state title In
the Elementary(K-5) Division. tied
for first in the Middle School Division (7-9) Division, and placed
third In the Primary (K-3) Division . .
The record-setting 505-person
state Chess Championship was
held February 26-27. 1994, in Orlando. In the Middle School Division. Michael Bern. a ninth-grader
from Coral Springs, and Michael
Cohen; a seventh grader from
Pembroke Pines, were co-champions.
The University School chess
team also won the South Florida
Scholastics Championship held
at the University School on February 13. ·1994, The team placed
first in all three divisions: primary.
elementary. and junior high.

ocal Entrepreneurs Na med to
Tan With No Sand LNSU
Entrepreneur Hall of Fame
Tan For as Little as
S660 plus tax Pe, Session!
<10 a.m.- 9 p.m. Mon.-F,i.)
(10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Sat.& _Sun.>

• 5 Tans 52500 plus tax
• 10 Tans S~OOO plus tax
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Bri~9 this adlll

2261 -S. University Drive
Davie, Fl. 3332ll Promenade Shoppes (Near Mr. Loffs)

47?-8?67

472-TANS

Joseph C. Amat uro . Michael
S. Egan. a nd Dr. Phillip Frost
have b een named to the 7994
No va Southeastern University
Entrepreneur Hall of Famf!.
The outstanding entrepreneurs were nominated by the
Board of G overno rs of the
School of Business and Entrepreneurship and the members
of the. Entre~ren_e ur Hall of
Fame. Selection 1s based on
successes as a n entrepreneur.
p eer Identific ation. and supp ort opportunities for people
seeking entry into business. .
Amaturo has owned 25 radio
stations in l5 cities in 11 st ates.
is semj..retired. and owns seven
stations In Florida, California,
and Texas. ·
Egan is Chairman and CEO
of Alamo. the largest independently owned and operated
car rental firm in the United
states. Frost founded IVAX,

one of the world's largest generic p harmaceutical companies.
The three men will b e honored
by the Sc hool of Business a nd
. Entrepreneurship of NSU during a _
May 10 reception at the Marlett
Harbor Bea c h Resort in Fort La uderdale.
.

LaBonte Institute

F <> r m i I 1 g
S
h
d.
Pee C re a 111. g
~ . - <> ' - I ::E> s
The LaBonte ·institute for Hearing, · Language, and Speech of
Nova Southeastern University is
forming speechreading groups
for adults suffering with a hearing
loss.
· For more information or to register. call Arlene Smitherman at
(305) 452-1478.
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w9rklo,ad just got
.a little hghter. ·

Preston Frenkel
Black burgundy bitches don't boast
But brood ·
Over the volumes of Hell in my petite head
. Pointing poking prodding
Protruding in shallow floods
Come dance with my heart
One more time
·
i don't mind
It won't hurt to die
Again.
Tear dutch conduct '
Capture everything i never had
Or ever could bare
America, i'm not list~ning anymore .
You don't play fair
It's not in the rules
Thou shall not rape what's left
i can't see what you're pointing at
Quit staring
i'm not alone
Is she standing with her
i guess i procrastinate
But i do more then
And what's left. ...
America?
Don't you hear my whimpers
No, i still don't see it
And i guess i never will

,.

Sobl. (AtoHe)"

11

Christopher C. Kehl, Jr.
Angry torment,
Jealous rage,
Snapping muscle and tissue round my heart.
Then a tear...
A teat...
A tear that drains my soul,
It carries my love & friendship.
It loosens from my eye...
RAPIDO, TO MALO!
Running down my cheek,
TO MALO EN TUS MANOS!!
It's on my chin,
PORQUE TU NO LO TOMAS?
Flooding past my breast,
YO CREIA QUE TU ME QUERIAS??
Past my knee,
RAi>IOO MI AMOR... MI AMIGA???
On my feet;
TU TE ·FUISTES ... DONDE ESTAS????
My body is dry, cleansed ... ~
YO CR(O QUE TU NI QU.ISISTE TRATAR?!?!?.
Did you"lie?
Yo No Se...

At 4.5 lbs., Canon's TypestarTM 10 and 220 may

.l\. be lightweight, but they're heavyweights in
the world of portable typewriters. .
They print crisp, clean characters sure to
impress the most demanding professors.
And they have. automatic features
like word ahd ·character delete,
underlining and centering to make
it easier to create better looking - ,.,,.
""'
papers. On the Typestar 220, there's . ~
Typestar 10

-

even a built-in spell checker/correcto_r so you don't
have to drag along a dictionary.
·
What's more, their non-impact printing lets
you take them to quiet places such as the library.
.· And because they can also.run on batteries, you
can even take them to the park.
To find out where you can
_pifk-uifa .Ty~star personal
typewriter bf four own, call
Typestar220
1-800-4J21-HOP.
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A ·l)ef.i~ition"'of. Suc<;~ss
. As you're travel- ·M aryann
1ng through these W a rd
weeksandmonths
of school, pondering yourtuture ·
and whether you will achieve
the success you've dre·a mt of·
here is some food for thought
that may help you on that Jour.:

• .•••
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·

·

Don't Be
Taken In
By Phonies.
There's only one Short-Term Major
Medical coverage that's endorsed ·
by your alumni association. That's ·
because only one can measure up
to our tough standan:ts-TempoCant
So if you're a recent college grad or
between jobs and need temporary
med'ICal insurance, can or return the
coupon belaN. And get in the plan
that offers you the best coverage.

• Up to $2,000,000 In benefits
• ChooSe your own doctor ·
and hospital ·
• Coverage for up to 185 clays ·
· • No medlcal exam required
• Famlly coverage 1vallable
• CompetlUve rates

The anlY Shott-Term llecflCII CMrage endorsed

tr, t4cwa Southau1em~

_Abnni •

~
--,
call 1-800-621-9903 for information
and an application.

---------------------·
-----Send me the facts on ltD-Nova
Southeastem Unlverllty AIUmnl
AssaclaUon-lntemallonaHndorstd
Short·Ttmi 11aJor llecllcal Insurance.
"'
Name_·__,.__,.-,---,._...._.,.
____

Adcnu _______,.__,.__;..-,---,._
City~~---~~~~S1ata
: lip _ __,..........-__,..-

) __;...__________

Daltdllirfl__,__ _ _ _--'--_

llllto:

.

llertholai~ Corp.. 800 W. FullDn, .

..
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COMMRMENT .

TODAY.

T y
·..
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f~()UllSE f)1.-1.-EllEI)
The Post Doctoral Institute of
Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy of the Center for Psychological studies Is offering a
course entitled, Introduction to
Psychoanalytic _.Thought.

It Is designed to provide senior
undergrad_u ate and beginning
psychology graduate students
with exposure to psychoanalytic ,
thought beginning with the
seminal contributions of Sigmund Freud.
This 8-session course will be
taught by Drs. Robert C. Lane
and Bady Quinter. The course
description and session content
can be obtained by contacting Dr. Lane, Room 328, Mailman-Hollywood Building.
This course Is available through
grants by the pivision of Psychoanalysis of the American Psychological Association and the
office of the Dean of the Centerfor Psychological studies. The
course will begin on Thursday, ·
Au.gust 18, 1994 at 1:30 PM,
room to be determined.

·Jazz Musician Nestor Torres

• DocroR OF OccUPA110NAL THERAPY (Dn. O.T.) DEGREE

UVE {N CONCERT

NOVA SOIJTIIEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Coi.u:GE OF ALLIED IIEAl,TII

DEGREE '

.
NOVA
·
SOUTHEASTERN
*
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• Nov A SouTIIF.ASTERN UNIVERSITY 1s TIIF. 47TII

.
LARGEST PRl\'ATE UNl\'F.RSITY IN TIIE UNITED STATES.

1750 N.E. 167TH STREET, NORTH MIAMI BEACH, FL 33162
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more.
It Is up to you to be and. feel
successful for yourself. This is the
only true and lasting satisfaction.
What you have in -your hand is
your's.for today. What you hove
in your heart and mind may .be .
carried forever. This should be
the truth about "you,· who is like
no other. To celebrate one's
self-that is success.
~-----------

• MAsTm OF OccUPA110NAL THERAPY (M.O.T.) DEGREE -

(305) 9494000 Exr.1100

NOVA .. · ..
.

of sC!ccess. ~fe Is wasted. on
trying to attain the Impossible
andthenfrettlngoverthefailure.
There are Just some-things that
will never .be accomplished.
A . big-boned, dark-haired
woman will never ."really• be a
skinny blonde-haired woman. A
short, thin, unmuscular man can never
reallyheatall,Arnold
SchwdHehegger
look-alike.
Education may be
.utilized for the majortty, but heredity, monetary, and environmental components will reflect on the level
of achievement. Your mate, or
job, in life will not guarantee any
· certainty of wealth, future events,
or continuity. Materialistic possessions can be here today, but
gone tomorrow. Even with the
realization of some of these socalled successes, there will always be someone else who has
something better or something

HEIGHTS OFYOUR
PROFESSION •.MAXETHE,

CALL THE ADMISSIONS OmCE

Otago, L60&61
.Fa ID: .312-a>-m71
·fPlarl Millble in fflCllt adll)

111

Psychology & Se!f-lmpro·v ement

• MAsTER OFPHYSICAL THERAPY (M.P.T.)

·. .
·

~ 1n11nnca·Mmn11ra111t

.

nay.
. _. . .
.
. Success 1s not being born into a
family with money or Into an
elevated social status. It Is not
the completion of the most demending or difficult educational
courses, or even the accomplishment of a Ph.D. in a particular
•field. .
Success Is not making a "good· marriage or procuring a
. certain job, house or
car, along with three
vacations a year. It is
. not about money or
always being number one in everything..
·
Success Is self-acceptance,
andtq~contentmentafthattruth
abouf'dne' s self.
.
True success in life requires the
.· ability to do the best with what
you've been born with, and pursuing what is realistically within
your reach. · A sincere satisfaction with the results of these
endeavours is the final measure

-I
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May 6, 1994 at the Broward
County Convention Center.
The performance · begins at
6:30 PM, and a reception will be
held before the performance.
Proceeds from the concert
will benefit the Cultural Development Center.
For more 'Information, cohtact
the International SWimmlngHall
of Fame at -,(305)
.,. . 462-6&,'36. "'.\:. ·~·.
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NSU Law Student Law.· Center 1· L e g .a I
B .-- j e -F s- 1
Elected ABA ·
,
·
·
.
.
.
Names Lecture Hall for Florida Law Firm
G overn.or Nova Southeastern honored Broad Law Center.
Leo Goodwin Sr. Hall In Ruden
Zenobia Arnold, a second year ·
law student at the Shepard Broad
Law Center, has been elected
the Fifth Circuit Governor for the
American Bar Association Law
student Division ·cABA/LSD).
Since entering law school in
1992, Arnold has been involved
in many activities. She currently
serves as a Goodwin Scholar
working with the Law Center's
Public Interest Project and is the
ABA/LSD representative for .the
school. She has been a Student
Bar Association officer and was
selected as its 1992-93 Outstanding Student of the Year.
Each circuit elects a "governor· to oversee the ABA/LSD
school representatives and division programs and to attend
Board of Governors meetings with
the governors from the entire
circuit. The Fifth Circuit includes
the law schools in Florida, Gear:.
gia, . Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama, and Puerto Rico.

New Videos Offer

Job Advice to
College Grads

,..,-

There once was a time when a
college degree virtually guaranteed a satisfying and fiscally .rewarding career-job for new
graduates... unfortunately, today
this fact appears past tense.
In many employment sectors,
the job market is crowded with
new gradutes, 1-3 year ladderclimber- recent grads and displaced experienced professionals. Add corporate downsizing
and other job eliminations, and
the competition swells.
There is good news to improve
this bieak employment situation
for new and near-future college
graduates: early preparation can
pay huge dividends for students
who begin planning for first jobs
and careers while in school.
Information on the A Good Job
After College-How To Get One
videos may be obtained by calling (813) 688-7078.

the. law firm of Ruden, Barnett,
At the March 11 reception, In
McClosky, Smith, Schuster & recognition of Ruden Barnett's
Russell, P.A., In a naming cer- contribution, Law Center Dean
emony and reception for Its Gail Levin Richmond named the
$250,COJ donation to the Shepard 100-seat, tiered lecture hall in the

Barnett's honor. A wall plaque
naming the new hall was unveiled for NSU trustees, Law Center board members, and r.epresentatives of Ruden Barnett.

·..t'l:.t\SUt,aAL.ti
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BUILT FOR FUN,reliable, economical,
loads o1 personality, loves 10 trave\. ..
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AND YOUR WHEELS ,ARE SOMETHING SPECIAL, TOO.
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Uke You •••
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury Dealer Has a
Graduation Present to Help Make it Your Own •••
• $400 Cash Back or • a Specia~ Finance Rate*
Personally speaking, what you drive says a
lot about who you are. So why not say you're
one of the most exciting, fun-loving, even
sensible people going? In other words, why not
say it with a sporty new Ford or Mercury?
Now's the perfect time to make a personal
statement-because the 1994 Ford & Mercury
College Graduate Purchase Program** gives
you your choice of $400 cash back or a
special finance rate* when you buy a new
Ford or Mercury. Or lease your vehicle and get
$400 cash backl

Plus, Ford Credit can offer qualified applicants
pre-approved credit up to $18,000 or the MSRP.
whichever is lower, which could mean no down
payment on finance purchases. You may also
defer purchase payments for 120 days in most
states (excluding Michigan, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, DC).
So take time out to see your Ford or
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask about
the College Graduate Purchase Program . ( It's a
terrific way to show the world just how smart .
you really arel)

•Special Frnon ce rote alternative and Ford Credit programs not ava ilable on leases.
0

To be elrgible, you must graduate with a bachelor 's or graduate degree. or be enrolled 1n graduate school. between 1/1/94 and
9/30/94 This program is 1n addition to all other national custo mer rncenr,ves . except for other Ford private offers. including the
Young Buyer Program You must purchase or !ease your new vehicle between l I J /94 and 9/ 30/95. Some customer and vehicle
restrictions apply. so see your dealer for deta ils

.
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IDr. Levitt and Friends Return Home from England

Continued from the Cover -was
--- late
,_....__._.LL
-"-- -• many
·- to
~- - Piccadilly
""·- - --··" - Station,
..,~~~·-in t_
h e- day,
and
Square

•

.sites had already closed, the stu- walked ·u p the stairs, and came
pany has set up a display of wax · dents had ample time to walk upon Piccadilly Circus.. This area,
figurines which represent famous the streets of this very pictur- which Is comparable' to New
past guests. . Among the more esque city and do some last- York's Times Square, was all lit up
noteworthy were Edward, Prince minute shopping in the quaint . with huge, tour-story-high neon
of Wales (later King Edward VII), stores.
signs advertising Coke, Foster's,
the Warwlcks, and Winston
At ten o'clock we finally ar- McDonald's, and Sanyo . .
Churchill.
rived 9t the Celtic Hotel. As this
Despite the tact that It was
At three in the afternoon, we was the students' final evening in ·· now well past eleven o'clock at
motored southward to strattord- England, I took them to see . night, the square was simply
on-Avon, the birthplace of Wil- London's night lite. _W e went on teeming with people. The stuliam Shakespeare. Although it the Underground from Russell ·dents were surprised that in this
city of more than ten million
people, it is relatively sate to walk
downtown in the wee hours of
the morning.
When we arrived at Gatwick
Airport the next day we were in
tor surprise number eight. The
eleven o'clock flight to Miami
was canceled: and we were rerouted to Orlando on the three
o'clock. Well, if one is an American, and stranded at the airport
tor three hours, what does one
do? Shop!
When we finally arrived in Orlando, I rented a van and drove
ail the students home (except
Retail Store Associates
Cameron, who luckily got a flight
We're getting sefto open our newest store in:
. to Forttauderdale). After having
slept only five hours the n_ight
Sawgrass Mills
before, when I entered my apartAnd'that means there will soon be over 100 full- and part-time associate positions
ment at four thirty in the morning,
available in the areas of:
·
·
-1 calculated that·. I had _been
• Loss Prevention
• Merchandising
awake tor more than twenty• Cashiering
· •Stock
seven hours. .
• Custodial
· What are my final thoughts?
Want to find out more? We are
The trip ·was extremely rigorous
and it took Its toll. Douglas was
NOW INTERVIEWING
sick tor a week when he returned
Monday - Friday, April 25 - 29
to Oregon; Kim · and John 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
coughed and sneezed tor the
Sawgrass Mills - Community Room
next week, and even I-author,
(next to Hurricane Food Court & Mall Management Office)
professor, and four leader-had
12801 West Sunrise Blvd., Sunrise

Opportunity Headed Toward

Sunrise

Meet with representatives and interview right there for a great full- or part-time
position! Some positions will be temporary. We offer competitive pay and benefits
which include:

• Tuition Assistance
• Merchandise Discount
• Savings/Profit Sharing (401,k) Plan
Discover MAXXIMUM opportunity at T.J . Maxx: be sure to stop by! We are an
equal opportunity employer committed to workforce diversity. T.J. Maxx provides
a smoke-free environment.

.Ti·ffl~
Maxxlmize Your Potential ·

-

THI: ·
~;.,

~S·

a cold.
Nonetheless, our time in England was interesting, exciting,
memorable.· and highly enjoyable.
Speak .to any of the students
who participated In the trip last
November. You will discoverfh9t
Kim,John, Gerard; and Cameron
dll had a great time, learned a
lot, and returned with many fond
memories.
If you are Interested In par~
tlc/patlng next year, contact
Dr. Stephen Levitt In the Libera/ Arts Department. The
cost Is relatively moderate
when one considers the distances Involved.
On average, each student ·
spent no more than eight
hundred and fifty dollars for '
round trip airfare, accommodation, travel, and food.
For more Information, call .
(305) 424-5757.
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stephen Levitt and frlends'before
majestic Warwick Castle.
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FINEST QUALITY OF
SECOND HAND GOODS
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*FURNITURE*CL.OTHING*KlTCHEN ITEMS*
*TV/STEREONCR* . TOOLS*AND MUCH MORE!!*

M·F 11 a.m. - 8 p.m. Sat-Sun. 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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Join The Knight in tts first baby steps towan:1 .. SOU
the infonnation superhighway! The Sun-Senti- ·
··
·
.
nel newspaper is providing Nova Southeastern ~
. Sun-Sentinel University with the opportunity to reach the com- ,--- __;,--,, - - - - - - - - - - .
munity the quick and easy way-via telephone!
Callyourcamp~Sourc~Linetoda~andlisten
to us grow-NSU s future JS now on-hne!
•

CALL NOW! 523 - LINE
~

•

(then follow instructions)

~

. . : .

24 HOUP.5 A DAY! 523-5463

Everyone wants to go for·the big money
but most people don't knOOJ
where to begin••• ,
NATIONAL CORPORATION
HAS OPENED NEW

OFFICES IN

,,.

DAVIE
AND

PEMBROKE PINES
•

You provide us with apositive work attitude,
we will provide you with ...
• Unlimited Earning Potential • Part-Time Evenings
·• Week-end Work
• Excellent Starting Salary
•·Paid Training
• Generous Bonus Plan

CALL
'

J

.
..•........... ...... Novalert
!a : Category 2810. :
THE KNIGHT now •
hOS ifS OWn /inel ••••••••••••••••••••••• Notes
r Ce L 1· ll e

..,._
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DAVIE

PEMB'Rc:>l<E PINES

476-6800

Now that T o n y
Spring is upon Ad a m B
us,theweather ..__ _ __...
will become increasingly less
predictable. If recent events
such as snow storms in the
North and tornados in the
South are warnings, we may
be in for stormy days ahead.
You may wonder why Public Safety is concerned with
the weather. Well of course,
·our main concern is crime
prevention. However, as the
name implies, our department is concerned with all
aspects of your safety.

Watches & Warnings
Do you know the differ:..
ence between a WATCH
andaWARNING? A WATCH
means conditions are favorable for the formation of a
weather pattern. A WARNING means that a pattern
has been sighted or exists.
When a WATCH is broadcast, pay attention because
t his is the time to prepare.
For floods, move to higher
ground. For tornados and
hurricanes, prepare the
rooms of your shelter. Move
water and non-perishable
foods to them as well as a
can opener, flashlight, and
battery-operated radio with
lots.of batteries.
Listen to the radio and television. Often there are portable .weather radios available at most appliance
stores. These radios stay silent until a WATCH is broadcast. At that time, you will
receive a WATCH at the
same time as news stations.
If you are a resident student, listen to all information
given out by Residential Life.
When the WARNING comes,
put your preparations t o
work. Go to the prepared /
area and await for the allclear announcement.

. 435-91·0"
continued on facing page
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Adams Forecasts Safety and Preparedness Q)
casting is extremely more accu- broken doors or locks.

Continued from Facing P.age

Tornados
We all know hurricanes are a
threat in our area. Don't dismiss
tornados as rare occurrences.
They are often more deadly, yet
cover a small area. Tornados are
hard to forecast and often impossible to pinpoint. A good
indication to get to a shelter is a
drop in temperature accompanied by .hail or a thunderstorm. If
you are without a radio or television, heed the natural warnings.
·Never try to outrun a tornado.
Get as low to the ground as
possible and as covered as possible. Get out _of your car and
into a ditch or culvert. Where
hurricanes are concerned, fore-

rate and advanced.
Please don't plan to leave an
area during a warning because
the storm is too close and you will
add fo the tremendous job of
emergency management work- :
ers. If your only plan is to leave ·
the area, secure your valuables
and leave early in the WATCH
phase: Use your head, follow
directions, and don't panic!

Post Storm
This brings us to post storm precautions. The power may be out
for some ·time. Now is when
flashlights are important. When
the all-clear is announced, as· sess damages if It is safe to do so,
_ and fix any security concerns: ..

If you are a resident
student.. report damage immediately to
your R.A. The sooner it
is reported, the sooner
it can be fixed.
Be wary .of stranger~a lot of people
willbewithoutandwill
need help,"but a lot of
others will just want to
take what you have.
Only stay with your
things as long as it is
safe. Things can be
replaced, but the
world only has one
you.
Stay Informed, stay
alert, and stay SAFE!
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----------- ·-------Reasonable rates.
Computer typing $ l per page
· double spaced.
Resume·s $5 per page . .
Calls accepted
24 hours a day.
Dr. C. Lipschitz (PhD).

. CALL 305-472-9990
TYPING/our ,up PUBLISHING S1Ru1c1:Tenn Papers, Reports, Newsletters,
Graphics, Flyers, Presentation Material,
Professionally Typed/Designed on laser Printer.
Free Pickup/Deliuery. Call 791-8998.
Seuen Days Per Week.

You .may ·even get paid for
reading it. After all, this book from
MasterCarde offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
job, and it's ,~ritten for students. by stud~~ts. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-.800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.

It's more than__a credit card. It's smart money:
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Seattle Tragedy.· [The E3 .a c k P .age I
Singer i Death Provokes Introspection, Analysis I
.
dfirom t h e Cover -us thatth e air
-.· we b re ath e .1s, .1n
C ontinue
- - - - - - - - - - - - )act, air, rather than fodder or

1-n M emor1am
:. -

I

can help to put your concerns In fuel. A simplistic notion for the
some form of perspective.
highly unexplainable.
Could it be that maybe, just
Kurt Cobain is dead.
Yes, I bludgeon you with the maybe, it was something a bit
obvious only to prove a point. more obscure? Something thot
Life in its ever-persistent and more none of us could have ever posoften futile quest, has finally re- sibly dreamt in our /ogica/state?
vealed to our generation that
What makes such a revered
nothing should ever be taken for and successful man relinquish evgranted.
erything that he has ever

Could it be that maybe it was something a bit more obscure? Some-thing that none of us could have ever dreamt in our logical state?
In high school Thornton Wilder achieved? I guess the only other
(Our Town) was responsible · for uncertainty left is, why should it
that portion of our education. - matter?
But, as we move on, our basic
We take our heroes, manipuunderstanding of what brought late them, and bask in a reflecus to this point is replaced by a tion, desperately searching for
more soph~~ated method of ~mi~ritiea And when they a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
reasoning.
gone, we say that we have lost a few money-grubbing executives, John Lennon? Or even Frank
So God or fate or whatever you part of ourselves, because of this and a sacred ritual, the illusion Zappa?
choose to believe in, if anything striking resemblance.
_ eludes. Who do you see when
Kurt Cobain is dead. Let's not
at all, decides to bring you back
We never stop to even note a you look in the mirror? Is it Janis? wake him.
to your primd e~stenca Pe~ thoug~ of seW~nadequacy. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
haps to show you that a new No, no ... we were right in our
technology and a healthy repu- original assumptions.
tation can gain you a world of
Life is universal, and every1
pleasure, but these gifts do not _one's entities blessed with creallow you to violate your only ation are no different than our-birthright.
selves. Thenwhydowemourn?
1(/WI, (2"4/aq,
As fatalistic as it all seems, we
If life and the universe equal
are left stranded in a tidal pool of the individual strife between
conjecture, spending the better dream and reality, why do we
portion of our lives livid and re- mourn for ohe so distant?
pressed. We can no longer
Asmuchaswehatetoadmit
fathom what Instinct and theory to it, this is what we are. A
have led us to believe. Only society of lepers in desperate
faded remembrance receives need of someone else to fulfill
the merit of valid testimony- our superficial dreams.
while our Aryan bodies pile up in
a cemetery far too large for Its "Oh, the laughter of the lovers
as they run through the night.
occupants.
Kurt Cobain saw things in a light Leaving nothing for the others,
Official Sponsor of
not of his own. Yet, it was a light but to choose off and fight. And
tear
at
the
world
with
_
all
their
-shared by many and advertised
might. While the ships, bearing
by few.
So why his life then? The world their dreams, sail out of sight."
-Jackson Brown
is continually burdened and,
even more so, harassed by theSo, will you still mourn for the
tortured and psychotic, so why
should he, in a handful of millions, image?
Buried deep below the rhetobe the fortuitous one?
We answer these with ques- ric and the rebuttal lurks a man,
tions labels such as "Publicity" or who, at one time, was no difLOCATED DIRECTLY BEHIND DAVIE/C.C. LIBRARY
than
anyone
else.
But,
ferent
"Immortality" or even "SelfishSening The Community Since 1980
ness," Just as science has taught due to' media exploitqtion, a

Kurt Cobain
1'967-1994
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CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTING
FOR:

ATHLETICS • CLUBS • ORGANIZATIONS
Specializing in; T-Shirts, Jackets,
Sweats,_·Hats, Staff Shirts,
Team Uniforms, Etc.
Nova Southeastern-University Athletics
EMBROIDERY SERVICE AVAILABLE

434-7480

4740 S.W. 82nd AVE·. DAVIE, FL.
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